
Avion Express is the largest airline in 

Lithuania and the largest narrow- 

body wet-lease operator in the 

world. During the high season of 

2017 Avion Express was operating 16 

Airbus A319/320/321 aircraft. 

The company is growing rapidly and 

is now recruiting personnel to 

strengthen the team. 

Avion Express is based in Vilnius, 

Lithuania. 

www.flyavex.com 

 

 

 

 

 

MCC CONTROLLER 

 
DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES: 

- acting as primary point of contact for all daily technical questions 

and discrepancies; communication with maintenance contractors, 

flight and cabin crew, maintenance and ops departments and 

OEM; 

- permanent monitoring of daily status of the fleet maintenance 

wise and coordination and tracking of timely maintenance actions 

as well as parts ordering for raised defects and maintenance works 

to ensure closure of them on time; 

- immediate reaction and organization of technical assistance and 

parts request in case of defects with main target to maintain 

planned flights schedule; 

- assistance and advising to maintenance providers on corrective 

actions for discrepancies, based on aircraft service history analysis, 

applicable AMM/TSM guidance, and Operator experience; 

- ensuring timely collection and proper filling of maintenance 

records by maintenance providers and crew. 

- Initiate, prepare, and inform Engineering/Quality Control of any 

MEL escalation that may exceed the MEL time limits. 

- recording of statistical data - major technical delays, cancellations 

and reasons for such, etc. 

 

SKILLS AND QUALIFICATIONS: 

- Aeronautical degree as mechanics or avionics engineer or 2 years 

of experience in maintenance; 

- Good knowledge of English language (spoken and written); 

- Computer skills; 

- Part 66 license for large aircraft, especially with A320 family type, 

will be counted as advantage. 

 

SPECIAL WORKING CONDITIONS: 

- Ability to work in shifts, including night time. 

 

COMPANY OFFERS: 

- Interesting and responsible work in a growing Lithuanian 

company; 

- Ability to accommodate studies and work; 

- Competitive salary and benefits package. 

 

 

 

Please apply at: cvoffice@flyavex.com 

http://www.flyavex.com/
mailto:cvoffice@flyavex.com

